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CONSTRUCTION OF AN INTELLIGENT IDENTIFICATION MODEL FOR DRUGS IN
NEAR INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY AND RESEARCH ON DROG CLASSIFICATION

BASED ON IMPROVED DEEP ALGORITHM
JIULIN XIA∗

Abstract. Near-infrared spectroscopy has important applications in drug and food identification. Combining machine learning
with near-infrared spectroscopy to achieve intelligent identification of drugs has become a research hotspot in recent years. To solve
the problem of machine learning’s inefficiency in classifying small-scale data, a drug identification model based on near-infrared
spectroscopy combined with a random fading depth belief network is proposed. Aiming at the problem that the training time of the
machine learning algorithm is too long, the extreme learning machine is used to replace the back propagation algorithm to optimize
the stack sparse auto-encoder network. Additionally, the stack sparse auto-encoder algorithm based on extreme learning machine
algorithm is constructed. The study found that the precision of the Dropout Deep Belief Network model was 99.12%, which was
higher than the other three models. Additionally, the area under the curve value of the Dropout Deep Belief Network model was
0.87, which was 0.04 higher than the binary whale optimization algorithm model, 0.26 higher than the factor decomposition machine
and depth neural network model, and 0.05 higher than the random forest network model. The sparse auto-encoder algorithm based
on the extreme learning machine algorithm achieved a precision of 99.72%. The study proposes two algorithm models that can
effectively identify drugs using near-infrared spectroscopy. This has a positive impact on the medical industry and the safety of
patients’ lives and health.

Key words: Machine learning; Near-infrared spectroscopy; Deep belief network; Extreme learning machine; Dropout-DBN;
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1. Introduction. Counterfeit and substandard drugs not only cause huge economic losses, but also cause
harm to human body and endanger the health and safety of patients. Therefore, the identification of fake and
substandard drugs has always been the focus of scholars from all walks of life [1, 2]. Near-infrared Spectroscopy
(NIRS) can detect samples efficiently and accurately without damaging the samples to be tested, so it is used in
the testing of pharmaceutical, food, chemical and other industries [3, 4]. However, current drug identification
technology is mostly limited to identifying genuine and fake drugs in the second classification. Its effectiveness
in identifying multiple varieties of drugs is poor. To solve this problem, a drug identification model based
on Dropout Deep Belief Network (DBN) and NIRS is proposed. In addition, aiming at the problem that
the training time of machine learning algorithm is too long, a stack Sparse Auto-encoder Algorithm based on
Extreme Learning Machine (ELM-SAE) is proposed. The paper has realized the high-precision and efficient
identification of drugs, which has a certain role in promoting the development of China’s medical industry.

2. Review. The application achievements of NIRS in various fields have gradually matured, and it is
also well applied in drug identification. This part lists the application of NIRS technology in drug recognition
and explores the latest progress of drug classification models based on deep learning algorithms. The relevant
study contents are presented in Table 2.1. In summary, near-infrared spectroscopy technology provides strong
support for intelligent drug recognition. When combined with deep learning algorithms, drugs can be effectively
classified. This paper reviews relevant literature and elaborates on the important application of NIRS technology
in drug recognition. It emphasizes the value of drug classification research based on improved deep learning
algorithms. Future research can optimize models to improve recognition accuracy, providing powerful tools for
drug quality control and regulation.
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Table 2.1: Literature review

Literature Author Time Time method conclusion

The importance
of wavelength selection in on-scene

identification of drugs of abuse with portable NIRS [6].

R. F. Kranenburg, Y.
Weesepoel, M. Alewijn,

S. Sap, W. F. Peter, A. V. Esch
2022 Use of NIRS for the identification

of drugs of abuse

Through visual inspection
of the near-infrared
spectra, the results

yielded new insights into the usability
of individual spectrometers

Vibrational spectroscopy in analysis of pharmaceuticals
: Critical review of innovative

portable and handheld NIR and Raman
spectrophotometers [7].

R. Deidda, P. Y. Sacre, M.
Clavaud, L. Coic,

H. Avohou, P. Hubert, E. Ziemons
2019

Study of portable/handheld near infrared and
Raman spectrophotometers

in drug identification

Infrared spectroscopy and Raman spectroscopy
had consistent advantages in drug analysis,

demonstrating enormous potential

Multi-manufacturer
drug identification based on near

infrared spectroscopy
and deep transfer learning [8].

L. Li, X. Pan, W. Chen, M.
Wei, Y. C. Feng,

L. H. Yin, C. Q. Hu, H. H. Yang
2020

Drug recognition using
NIRS combined with

deep learning algorithms

CNN-based drug recognition
method achieved higher

classification accuracy and scalability
in multi-species and

multi-manufacturer near-infrared
spectral classification experiments

Fig. 3.1: Drug identification process combining NIRS technology and machine learning algorithm

3. Construction of Drug Identification Model Combined with NIRS.

3.1. Construction of Dropout DBN Model. Counterfeit and substandard drugs will not only cause
economic losses to patients, but also seriously threaten the life and health safety of patients. Therefore, drug
identification has received extensive attention. To avoid the drawbacks of low efficiency, high cost, and potential
errors in traditional manual identification methods, many researchers have combined NIRS technology with
machine learning algorithms to achieve intelligent drug identification in large quantities with high precision
[9, 10]. The drug identification process combining NIRS technology and machine learning algorithm is shown
in Figure 3.1.

In Figure 3.1, there are five main steps, namely: NIRS sample data collection, sample data preprocessing,
sample data feature extraction, machine learning model construction, and identification, classification and
prediction of drugs to be tested. The extraction of sample data features is one of the most important links,
which relates to the precision of drug identification models. At present, feature extraction of sample data
mainly depends on various algorithms, such as binary whale optimization algorithm (BWOA) [11], random
forest network model (RFNM) [12], factor decomposition machine and depth neural network (FM-DNN) [13].
However, the drug identification precision and speed of these algorithms are not ideal, and they need to be
further improved [14, 15]. Because of deep learning deep network structure and nonlinear activation function,
deep learning model has an excellent performance in high-dimensional, nonlinear big data modeling. Therefore,
the application effect of the DBN in drug identification is discussed. However, the DBN model is more suitable
for training large-scale data. It is less effective for sample sets with fewer sample numbers and data feature
dimensions, and is prone to over-fitting [16]. In drug identification, due to the complexity and difficulty
of sample collection and chemical analysis, the number of samples is often small. Therefore, the Dropout
technology is introduced into the DBN model. Dropout technology means that during the training process,
part of the neural nodes in the hidden layer of the deep learning network and their weights are temporarily
removed from the network randomly, as shown in Figure 3.2.
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Fig. 3.2: Application effect of Dropout technology

Fig. 3.3: Common network and Dropout network

Through the process shown in Figure 3.2, the Dropout technology can avoid the synergism of some similar
features, thus avoiding the decline in model precision caused by over fitting. During training, Dropout technol-
ogy randomly selects a subnetwork from the learning network containing N nodes to generate 2n subnetwork
sets. The weight of the sub network set is shared, so its time complexity can still be considered as O(2n). For
2n sub network set, only partial training is conducted. Supposing that the hidden layer of a deep learning
network has an L layer, we have the index number of the hidden layer, the input vector of layer, the output
vector of layer, and the connection weight and offset value of layer, respectively. At this time, the forward
network can be described as Formula 3.1.

yl+1
i = f(z

(l+1)
i ) = W

(l+1)
i + b

(l+1)
i (3.1)

In Formula (1.1), f() is the activation function. After the Dropout technology is introduced, the forward
propagation neural network and its changes can be shown in Figure 3.3.

In Figure 3.3(b), r(l) is a vector in the hidden layer, and all elements in r(l) obey Bernoulli distribution,
which can be expressed as Formula 3.2.

r
(
j l) = Bernoulli(p) (3.2)

In Formula 3.2, p refers to the sampling probability of Dropout. Using r(l) to sample the output y of the upper
layer network, a sub network ŷ is obtained as the input of the lower layer network, as shown in Formula 3.3
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Fig. 3.4: Approximate structure of AEN

and Formula 3.4.

ỹl = r(l) ∗ y(l) (3.3)

yl+1
i = f(z

(
i l + 1)) = W l+1

i ỹl + bl+1
i (3.4)

In terms of structure, Dropout DBN is composed of multi-layer restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM) and
a layer of BP neural network (BPNN), so it has excellent performance in prediction and classification of high-
dimensional feature vectors [17]. The application process of Dropout DBN model in drug identification is as
follows: The first is to preprocess the NIRS spectral data of drugs, and input them into the network as training
data. Then to set the RBM network structure and number of hidden layers, the learning rate of RBM, and
the activation function. Using the training data to train the RBM in the DBN network. After completing the
training, to fine-tune the parameters through backpropagation to improve precision. In this process, Logistic
classifier is used for the second classification output, and softmax classifier is used for the multi classification
output.

3.2. Optimization of Auto-encoder Network. The Dropout DBN model has a good processing effect
on small-scale data, but when the drug data is large, its identification accuracy is not ideal. Therefore, for
large-scale data, Auto-encoder Network (AEN) network is generally used as the identification model. AEN is
the basic model of deep learning algorithms [18]. AEN utilizes an artificial neural network (ANN) to construct
a three-layer symmetric network with equal input and output layers. The network is then trained to minimize
the error of input and reconstruction data, optimizing the connection weight and offset value of SAE to obtain
the internal structural characteristics of the data [19, 20]. The general structure of AEN is shown in Figure 3.4.

The input layer of AEN is set to be x, and there are d input neural units in the input layer. Assuming
that the hidden layer of AEN is y, in which there are h nerve units. The input layer of AEN is set as z, which
contains the same number of nerve units as the input layer. During training, the data of the model input layer
is mapped to the hidden layer, which is called coding, as shown in Formula 3.5.

y = f(x) = s(Wyx+ by) (3.5)

In Formula 3.5, s() is a nonlinear mapping function, usually represented by a sigmoid function. by is the offset
value of the hidden layer, and Wy is the weight matrix between the input layer and the hidden layer. After
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encoding, the data characteristics of the hidden layer are reconstructed and mapped to the output layer to
complete decoding, as shown in Formula 3.6.

z = g(x) = s(Wzx+ bz) (3.6)

In Formula 3.6, bz represents the offset value of the output layer, and Wz represents the weight matrix between
the output layer and the hidden layer. The eigenvalue z obtained after decoding can be approximately regarded
as the eigenvalue of the input data. Therefore, in the process of decoding and reconstruction, weight binding
is required to make the weight matrix Wy = Wz = W . Therefore, in the training of AEN model, only three
groups of parameters, namely W , and by, need to be learned. When processing large-scale data with the AEN
model, the batch random gradient descent method is typically utilized to obtain the error of small batches of
data, which is then used to update the network’s weight and bias. Therefore, the AEN model can be expressed
as the solution of the optimization problem in Formula 3.7.

L(θ) = arg minθ
1

n

n∑
i=1

[xiklog(zik) + (1− xik)log(1− zik)] (3.7)

In Formula 3.7, L() is the reconstruction error function expressed by cross entropy function, θ = {W, by, bz},
that is, three groups of parameters to be learned. xik is a symbolic function. zik represents the probability
that sample ik is predicted to be positive. The gradient descent method can be used to solve θ, to obtain the
required parameters. However, if only the information of input data is saved, AEN model cannot learn and
obtain effective feature representation. When the dimensions of the hidden layer and the input layer of the AEN
model are the same, it is only necessary to learn an identity mapping to achieve zero error data reconstruction.
But this kind of identity mapping does not have enough expression ability for high-level abstract representation.
In drug identification, AEN model is required to learn a more complex nonlinear function. To address this issue,
constraints must be added to AEN. One approach is to decrease the number of nodes in the hidden layer to
reduce the dimensionality of the data. Another option is to include a penalty factor at the input of the network
to filter out data noise. To solve these problems, a Sparse Auto-encoder Network (SAEN) is proposed by
introducing the sparse idea into DBN. The basic idea of SAEN is that when a hidden layer node has a high
probability of being activated, the node represents relatively little information. SAEN can add constraints to
the activation function of hidden layer neurons, so that hidden layer neurons are in a state of inhibition for
a long time, thus expressing more information. Generally speaking, the activation function of neurons adopts
the sigmoid function. At this time, the average activation value of hidden layer node j in all samples can be
expressed as Formula 3.8.

ρ̂j =
1

m

m∑
i=1

f j
θ (x

(i)) (3.8)

In Formula 3.8, m is the number of training samples. In AEN, ρ̂ = ρ is used to limit the activation probability
of hidden layer nodes. ρ is a sparsity parameter, which is generally close to 0. After the AEN is limited by the
sparse parameter, the sparse penalty term should be added to the loss function of AEN. The relative entropy
function, namely KL divergence algorithm, is used to add Formula 3.9 to the loss function of AEN.

KL(ρ||ρ̂) = ρlog
ρ

ρ̂j
+ (1− ρ)log(

1− ρ

1− ρ̂j
) (3.9)

After adding restrictions, the self-coding cost function of AEN can be expressed by Formula 3.10.

Lρ(θ) = L(theta) + β

h∑
j=1

KL(ρ||ρ̂) (3.10)

In Formula 3.10, β is the weight parameter of the sparse penalty. Due to the sparse penalty term, the sigmoid
function causes the activation value of most hidden layer neural units to be close to 0, with only a few data
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Fig. 3.5: Noise reduction AEN

points producing large activation values. In this case, AEN can learn higher and more complex abstract features.
To improve the robustness of AEN, a noise reduction AEN is proposed. The basic idea is to input noisy sample
data at the input layer, and then encode and decode the noisy data. In this process, the output sample data
after AEN reconstruction should keep the original information of the input data as much as possible. Through
the above operations, the robustness of the hidden layer can be improved to better learn high-level abstract
features. If the original input vector is, after the noise is added, the input vector is represented as x̃ . At this
time, the coding and decoding of the noise reduced AEN can be represented by Formula 3.11.{

y = f(x̃) = s(Wyx+ by)

z = g(y) = s(W̃zx+ by)
(3.11)

In Formula 3.11, W̃ is the weight after adding noise. There are generally two ways to add noise in noise reducing
AEN. The first is to add Gaussian noise to the input sample data, as shown in Formula 3.12.

x̃ = x+ ε (3.12)

In Formula 3.12, ε is Gaussian noise. The second method is to randomly assign part of the vectors of the input
sample data to 0 to add binary masking noise. The specific process of this method is to set a scale at first,
then to select the components of this scale in the input sample data, and yo assign these components to 0. The
details are shown in Figure 3.5.

3.3. Stack SAE Based on ELM. To enable AEN to learn high-level abstract features, to achieve drug
identification, AEN has been improved and a sparse noise reduction AEN has been proposed [21, 22]. SAE is
a neural network model. SAE adopts layer by layer greedy training method, and trains each layer of SAE from
front to back. The hidden layer representation of the SAE layer is used as the input vector for the next layer
of SAE during training. The weight and offset values of SAE are obtained layer by layer. Higher-level abstract
features can be extracted from the above operations. At the top level of SAE, Logistic or Softmax classifiers
are introduced to achieve binary or multi classification of data. Finally, BPNN algorithm is used to fine-tune
the entire neural network. However, the way of BPNN algorithm to optimize weights and offsets is based on
gradient descent method, so all parameters need to be modified in all iteration processes, and the training time
is extremely expensive. In addition, the neural network trained based on the gradient descent method is easy to
obtain local optimal solutions [23]. To solve this problem, ELM is introduced to replace the BPNN algorithm
to adjust and optimize SAE, reduce training time, and improve training efficiency and practicality. During
training, ELM can obtain the output weight of the hidden layer as long as the number of hidden layer neurons
is set in advance [24]. Therefore, as long as the number of neurons in the hidden layer is set in advance, the
output weight of the hidden layer can be obtained. The ELM model is shown in Figure 3.6.

In Figure 3.6, N groups of independent input samples are set, with and . When the ELM model has M
hidden layer nodes, the ELM model can be expressed as Formula 3.13.

f(x) =

M∑
k=1

βkG(WkXj + bk) = oj , 1, 2, . . . , N (3.13)
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Fig. 3.6: ELM model

In Formula 3.13, G() is the activation function. Wk = [ωk1, ωk2, . . . ωkn]
T is the input weight matrix. βk =

[βk1, βk2, . . . βkn]
T is the output weight matrix. bk is the k-th offset value in the hidden layer. oj is the network

output value. Compared with the BPNN algorithm, ELM has excellent generalization ability and training
efficiency, and does not require too much manual intervention [25]. Therefore, ELM is used to adjust SAE
and construct the ELM-SAE algorithm. The output of the last hidden layer of the SAE model is set to be
Hn−1, the nth hidden layer contains N̂ nodes, and the n− 1th hidden layer contains m nodes. Then the neural
network function can be expressed by Formula (1.14).

f(x) =

N̂∑
n=1

βnG(WnHn−1 + bn) = oj , 1, 2, . . . ,m (3.14)

In Formula 3.14, WN represents the connection weight between the n− 1-th hidden layer and the n-th hidden
layer. βn is the connection weight between the n-th hidden layer and the output layer. bn represents the offset
value between the n − 1-th hidden layer and the n-th hidden layer. For SAE, its training goal is to minimize
the error between the actual output and the expected output, as shown in Formula 3.15.

N̂∑
n=1

= ∥oj − tj∥ (3.15)

Formula 3.15 can be converted to Formula (1.16).

Hnβ = T (3.16)

In Formula 3.16, Hn is the output matrix of hidden layer nodes. β is the output weight. T is the desired output.
To minimize the output error of the ELM-SAE algorithm, the Ŵk, b̂k, β̂k value is obtained through continuous
updating and iteration to make it meet the Formula 3.17.∥∥∥Hn(Ŵk, b̂k)β̂k − T

∥∥∥ = minw,b,β(Wk, bk)β − T (3.17)
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In Formula 3.17, k = 1, 2, . . . , N̂ . Formula 3.17 can be equivalent to the minimum loss function, as shown in
Formula 3.18.

E =

m∑
j=1

(

N̂∑
k=1

βkG(WkH(n−1)j + bk)− tj)
2 (3.18)

Randomly to initialize the connection weight between the n− 1-th hidden layer and the n-th hidden layer, and
the offset value between the n−1-th hidden layer and the n-th hidden layer to obtain the unique output matrix
Hn of the hidden layer. The training process of the ELM-SAE algorithm can be converted into a solution
problem of a linear system, as shown in Formula (1.16). At this time, the output weight can be determined, as
shown in Formula 3.19.

β̂ = HT
n T (3.19)

In Formula 3.19, HT
n T is the Moore penrose generalized inverse of the hidden layer output matrix, which can

be solved by the generalized inverse theorem and singular value decomposition method. Based on the above
contents, the ELM-SAE algorithm is constructed to make up for the long training time of machine learning.

4. Analysis of the Application Effect of Dropout DBN and ELM-SAE in Drug Identification.
4.1. Training Effect Analysis of Dropout DBN Model. In drug identification, the amount of sample

data is generally small. To solve the problem of binary classification and multi-classification modeling of NIRS
in small sample datasets, a Dropout DBN algorithm based on machine learning is proposed. To verify the
identification effect of the Dropout DBN algorithm on infrared spectrum drugs in a small sample data set, the
research uses the data collected by the China Institute for Food and Drug Control to test the performance of
the algorithm. 500 spectral sample data of erythromycin ethylsuccinate were selected as the sample data, 300
of which were used as the training sample set, and the other 200 were used as the test sample set. The perfor-
mance of the Dropout DBN algorithm with BWOA, RFNM, FM-DNN and other common drug identification
algorithms were compared. During the training process, the loss values of several algorithms [26, 27, 28] change
as shown in Figure 4.1.

In Figure 4.1, after 100 iterations, the loss change rate of the four models slows down. Among them, the
loss value of the Dropout DBN model is always lower than that of the other three models. After 150 iterations,
the loss value of the four models is the lowest, and the loss value of the Dropout DBN model is 0.02. The loss
value of the BWOA model is 0.05, which is 0.03 higher than that of the Dropout DBN model. The loss value of
RFNM model is 0.02, but the number of iterations when it reaches the lowest value is significantly more than
that of Dropout DBN. The loss value of FM-DNN is 0.03, which is 0.01 higher than the Dropout DBN model.
This shows that the Dropout DBN model has better convergence and stability, higher prediction precision and
a more ideal model.

4.2. Classification Accuracy Analysis of the Dropout DBN Model. After training, the classifica-
tion precision of the test sample set for the four models was used, and the test results are shown in Figure 4.2.

In Figure 4.2, the precision of the Dropout DBN model is significantly higher than the other three algorithms.
When the number of iterations is less than 50, the precision rate of the four models is constantly improving.
After the number of iterations reaches 100, the precision rate of the four models slows down. After the precision
becomes stable, the precision of the Dropout DBN model reaches 99.12%. The precision of the BWOA model is
98.63%, 0.49% lower than that of the Dropout DBN model. The precision of the RFNM model is 96.82%, and
that of the FM-DNN model is 94.12%, 2.30% and 5.00% lower than the Dropout DBN model respectively. The
above results show that when the number of samples is small, the Dropout DBN model has high precision in
drug identification. The performance of the above four models was tested using ROC, as shown in Figure 4.3.

In Figure 4.3, the Area under the Curve (AUC) value of the Dropout DBN model is obviously superior to
the other three models. The AUC value of the Dropout DBN model is 0.87, and that of the BWOA model is
0.83, 0.04 lower than that of the Dropout DBN model. The AUC value of the FM-DNN model is 0.61, 0.26
lower than that of Dropout DBN model. AUC value of RFNM model is 0.82, which is 0.05 lower than that of
Dropout DBN model. This shows that the Dropout DBN model proposed in the study can effectively identify
the infrared spectrum of drugs.
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(a) Droupout-DBN (b) BWOA

(c) RFNM (d) FM-DNN

Fig. 4.1: Loss value change of several algorithms

Fig. 4.2: Drug identification precision of four models
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Fig. 4.3: AUC values of four models

Table 4.1: Classification precision of three algorithms for erythromycin ethylsuccinate data sets

Training Sets/Test Sets Precision/%
ELM SAE-BPNN ELM-SAE

60/189 91.31 94.48 95.86
80/169 92.78 97.30 97.34
100/149 95.56 98.08 98.26
120/129 95.81 99.05 98.68
140/109 97.32 99.42 98.85
160/89 98.05 99.03 99.34
180/69 98.41 98.96 99.72

4.3. Classification Accuracy Analysis of the ELM-SEA Algorithm. The training time of the ma-
chine learning algorithm is slow. To solve this problem, ELM is used to optimize SAE and construct the ELM-
SAE algorithm. To verify the performance of the ELM-SEA algorithm, the data of erythromycin ethylsuccinate
collected by China Institute for Food and Drug Control was used to test it. ELM algorithm, SAE-BPNN algo-
rithm and ELM-SAE algorithm are respectively used to process and identify erythromycin ethylsuccinate data
sets of different orders of magnitude, and the recognition precision and learning efficiency of several algorithms
are compared. The classification precision of the three algorithms for erythromycin ethylsuccinate data sets is
in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1 shows the classification precision of the SAE-BPNN model is the highest, reaching 99.05%, except
when the test set/training set is 120/129. In other data sets, the classification precision of the ELM-SAE model
is the highest among the three models. The precision of both ELM-SAE and ELM models increases with an
increase in training samples. The highest precision achieved by ELM-SAE is 99.72%, while the highest precision
achieved by the ELM model is 98.41%. The classification precision of the SAE-BPNN model starts to decline
when the training samples exceed a certain number. This is because the SAE-BPNN model has produced an
over-fitting phenomenon and is trapped in local optimization, resulting in a decline in model precision. The
training time of the three algorithms on data sets of different orders of magnitude is shown in Table 4.2.

In Table 4.2, among the three models, the training time of ELM model on each dataset is much lower than
that of the other two models. However, Table 1 shows that the drug classification precision of ELM model is
not ideal. In Table 2, the training time of ELM-SAE model on each data set is significantly lower than that of
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Table 4.2: Training time of three algorithms on data sets of different orders of magnitude

Training Sets/Test Sets Training time/s
ELM SAE-BPNN ELM-SAE

60/189 0.011 28.78 19.34
80/169 0.013 26.84 17.43
100/149 0.014 27.87 18.64
120/129 0.016 28.68 19.25
140/109 0.016 29.66 20.08
160/89 0.016 42.89 30.13
180/69 0.016 46.56 33.10

SAE-BPNN model. This shows that using ELM algorithm to optimize SAE can greatly improve the training
efficiency and reduce the training time of near-infrared spectral data on the premise of ensuring the precision
of drug identification. It is an effective method for near-infrared spectral drug identification. To sum up, the
two algorithm models proposed in the study can effectively achieve NIRS drug identification, indicating that
machine learning has broad application prospects in NIRS drug identification.

5. Conclusion. Machine learning has important applications in various fields. The application ways and
effects of machine learning in NIRS drug identification were studied. Aiming at the problem of binary and
multi-classification modeling of NIRS in small sample datasets, a Dropout DBN algorithm based on machine
learning was proposed. Aiming at the shortcomings of low learning efficiency and long learning time of machine
learning algorithms, an ELM-SAE algorithm was proposed. After testing the model with experimental data,
the Loss value of the Dropout DBN model was 0.02, 0.03 lower than the BWOA model and 0.01 lower than the
FM-DNN model. The precision of the Dropout DBN model reached 99.12%, 0.49%, 2.30% and 5.00% higher
than the BWOA model, RFNM model and FM-DNN model, respectively. On the data sets of each order of
magnitude, the classification precision of the ELM-SAE model was the highest among the three models. The
precision of both ELM-SAE and ELM models increased with the increase of training samples. The highest
precision of ELM-SAE and ELM model was 99.72% and 98.41%. However, the classification precision of the
SAE-BPNN model started to decline after the training samples exceeding a certain number, which indicates that
it has produced an over-fitting phenomenon. The training time of the ELM-SAE model on each data set was
significantly lower than that of the SAE-BPNN model. To sum up, the two algorithm models proposed in the
study can effectively achieve NIRS drug identification, indicating that machine learning has broad application
prospects in NIRS drug identification. The study was conducted only with an erythromycin ethylsuccinate
data set without testing the identification effect of the model on other drugs, which may lead to deviation in
the experimental results. Therefore, the scope of the study needs to be expanded in the future.
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